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Introduction

Commissioning is the process whereby a user wants to get the Thread Device they have just

bought onto their Thread Network. The aim of this white paper is to show the mechanisms used

that ensure a simple user experience based on entering passphrases yet provide a high level of

security.



Terminology

Table 0-1. Terms and Definitions



Term



Definition



Border Router



Any device capable of forwarding between a Thread

Network and a non-Thread Network. The Border Router also

serves as an interface point for the Commissioner when the

Commissioner is on a non-Thread Network. The Border

Router requires a Thread interface to perform and may be

combined in any device with other Thread roles except the

Joiner.



Commissioner



The currently elected authentication server for new Thread

devices and the authorizer for providing the network

credentials they require to join the network. A device

capable of being elected as a Commissioner is called a

Commissioner Candidate. Devices without Thread interfaces

may perform this role, but those that have them may

combine this role with all other roles except the Joiner. This

device may be, for example, a cell phone or a server in the

cloud, and typically provides the interface by which a

human administrator manages joining a new device to the

Thread Network.



Commissioner Candidate



A device that is capable of becoming the Commissioner,

and either intends or is currently petitioning the Leader to

become the Commissioner, but has not yet been formally

assigned the role of Commissioner.



Commissioning Credential



A human-scaled passphrase for use in authenticating that a

device may petition to become the Commissioner of the

network. This passphrase is encoded in utf-8 format and
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Term



Definition

has a length of six (6) bytes minimum and 255 bytes

maximum. This credential can be thought of as the network

administrator password for a Thread Network.

The first device in a network, typically the initial Leader,

MUST be out-of-band commissioned to inject the correct

user generated Commissioning Credential into the Thread

Network, or provide a known default Commissioning

Credential to be changed later. This credential is used to

derive an enhanced key using key stretching called the

PSKc (Pre-Shared Key for the Commissioner) which is used

to establish the Commissioner Session.



Joiner



The device to be added by a human administrator to a

commissioned Thread Network. This role requires a Thread

interface to perform and cannot be combined with another

role in one device. The Joiner does not have network

credentials.



Joiner Router



An existing Thread router or REED (Router-Eligible End

Device) on the secure Thread Network that is one radio hop

away from the Joiner. The Joiner Router requires a Thread

interface to operate, and may be combined in any device

with other roles except the Joiner role.



Joining



The process of authenticating and authorizing a Thread

Device onto the Thread Network.



Joining Passphrase



An 8-to 16-digit alphanumeric string using a limited set of

characters for authenticating a Joiner. The passphrase is

deliberately lower strength than the key that will be

produced using the associated PAKE.



J-PAKE



PAKE with juggling



KEK



Key Establishment Key used to secure delivery of the

network-wide key and other network parameters to the

Joiner.



Leader



The device responsible for managing router ID assignment.
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Term



Definition

The single distinguished device in any Thread Network that

currently acts as a central arbiter of network configuration

state. The Leader requires a Thread interface to perform

and may be combined in any device with other roles except

the Joiner.



PAKE



Password authenticated key exchange



Petitioning



The process of authenticating and authorizing a

Commissioner Candidate onto the Thread Network through

a representative (typically the Border Router).



Thread Device



A device that participates directly in the Thread Network.



Thread Network



The 802.15.4 and 6LoWPAN-based mesh network allowing

communication between Thread Devices.



TMF



Thread Management Framework



User



The home/premises owner who controls the Thread

Network and the home/premises WLAN.



WLAN



The wireless LAN (Local Area Network) in the

home/premises, typically Wi-Fi. Other LAN technologies

could be considered (for example,, powerline) as well but

are assumed to function in a similar manner to a WLAN.



System Topology

Commissioning must be able to take place in a system where a Joiner that wishes to participate

in the Thread Network is authenticated using a device known as a Commissioner. In the

broadest sense, the Commissioner should only need to find some level of online connectivity to

the Thread Network; this could be through the Internet or a cloud service. However, initially it

will be assumed that the Commissioner will have online connectivity to the Thread Network

locally in the premises through the WLAN or directly participating in the Thread Network. When

connectivity is provided through the WLAN, the Commissioner is known as an external

Commissioner. When connectivity is provided through the Thread Network, the Commissioner is

known as a Native Commissioner.
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Degrees of Separation

From a topology point of view, there are four cases which will be considered:

External Commissioner is connected to the WLAN

1. Border Router is not Joiner Router (Figure 1)

2. Border Router is Joiner Router (Figure 2)

Native Commissioner is connected to the Thread Network

3. Joiner Router is not Commissioner (Figure 3)

4. Joiner Router is Commissioner (Figure 4)

This means the Commissioner will be:

•



In direct communication with the Joiner (case 4)



•



One degree of separation from the Joiner (cases 2 and 3)



•



Two degrees of separation from the Joiner (case 1)



In the cases where there are one or more degrees of separation, relay agents and relay

client/server bindings are deployed to relay the DTLS (Datagram Transport Layer Security)

handshake between Joiner and Commissioner using the Commissioning Relay and TMF (Thread

Management Framework) Relay protocol. The relay agents will exist on the Joiner Router and

the Border Router and ideally retain no state about the Joiner.
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Figure 1. Case 1: External Commissioner connected to the WLAN, Border Router is not Joiner

Router



Figure 2. Case 2: External Commissioner connected to the WLAN, Border Router is Joiner Router
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Figure 3. Case 3: Native Commissioner connected to the Thread Network, Joiner Router is not

Commissioner



Figure 4. Case 4: Native Commissioner connected to Thread Network, Joiner Router is

Commissioner
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